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Abstract 
Jacopini, G. and G. Sontacchi, General recursive functions in a very simply interpretable typed 
I-calculus, Theoretical Computer Science 121 (1993) 169-178. 
In this paper we add to the usual typed I-calculus four constants (d, a, p, 0) and two reduction rules 
(6, w). This language combines the simplicity of interpretation of the usual typed I-calculus and the 
universality of the untyped I-calculus. We prove, in fact, that each partial recursive function is 
representable in this language. 
0. Introduction 
In the typed I-calculus the closed terms can easily be interpreted as functions of 
different levels (types) and the application operation as a function application, but 
here computation universality is missing, i.e. not all partial recursive functions are 
represented. In contrast, in the untyped A-calculus each partial recursive function is 
represented but the untyped A-calculus is not easily interpretable. (There are some 
models, but in these the closed terms do not denote functions exactly, and the 
A-notation was invented to describe functions.) The aim of this paper is to obtain at 
the same time ease of interpretation and computational universality. 
For this purpose we define in Section 1 the language A,’ by extending the typed 
I-calculus with some constants and some new rules of immediate reduction. We then 
prove some reduction properties of A T’ analogous to familiar properties of the 
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untyped A-calculus. In Section 2 we prove that each partial recursive function is 
representable in A,‘. In Section 3 we define a set U + of functions in the type hierarchy 
over an infinite base-set E. In Section 4 we prove that U + is a model of A $ : each 
closed term of AC is interpreted in U + and the interpretation is preserved under 
conversion, so we have proved the universality of the language A: for the recursive 
functions defined on Church’s numerals. We have not yet examined the extension of 
the set of the higher interpretable operators. In any case, A,’ can be extended with new 
constants. In Section 5 we give an example of extension, i.e. we define the language 
A,“. The language A,’ + preserves the properties of A,’ and, moreover, in A: + it is 
possible to describe some parallel operators. 
1. The typed I-p-q-S-w-calculus 
1 .I. We define the set T of types as follows: 
OET, if CI,BET =S (a+&T. 
Notation. We shall sometimes use the abbreviations 
“Cy+pr’ for “(cc+p)“, 
“~GI”, “4ct”, “SLX”, . . . for “~:-+a”, “2c1-+2c?, “4c1+4a”, . . . , 
“E~+$‘, “&+c.f”, . . . , “~m+lL~rr for “~(+cz”, “ff+(c~~+ct)t), . . . , “c-t-+(ct*-+ff)“. 
1.2. We define the language Af = UaGT A,‘, the terms of which are the same as 
those of the typed A-p-q-calculus augmented with the constants “QN”, “Ail”, “P, “p”. 
For all a,fi~T 
(1.2.1) XYEA,+ forj=0,1,2,3 ,..., 
(1.2.2) &K+@+(,+Zar))9 
(1.2.3) ~a~&(,+4ajY 
(1.2.4) &I,,+, 
(1.2.5) PEA;., 
(1.2.6) if tl~A:+ and t,eA, then (tl t&A;, 
(1.2.7) if teal andj=O, 1,2,3, . . . then (ix~.t)~A~+~. 
Notation. (1) We denote by A Go the set of closed d-terms of A,’ . We also say 
A,‘“=A,‘“nA,‘. 
(2) Parentheses will be omitted in the usual way. We shall sometimes use the 
abbreviations “sot”, “sl t”, “s2 t”, “s3 t”, . . . for “t”, “St”, “s(st)“, “s(s(st))“, . . . , where 
SE& and tEA&. 
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(3) We shall never use in the same term two variables (xj”, xf) with the same index 
j and different type, so we shall omit the type index for bound variables and we write, 
for example, “~x~~~~.(x~x~(x~x~)~ for “lzx:Ox~O.(x:Ox~o(x~Ox~)~. 
(4) For ease of reading, we shall use “u”, “u”, “w”, “x”, “y”, “z” for arbitrary vari- 
ables, with the convention that distinct letters denote variables whose indices are 
distinct. 
1.3. We define immediate reduction on the terms of A,’ by adding to the usual 
a-/I-q-rules the two following b-o-rules: 
(1.3.1) (6) A, (~“8) (P”e)~ilX~X~.Xj, where j=l if m=n, j=2 if m#n, 
(1.3.2) (w) SZ=+~X~X~-~X;-= X~.A,X1(X2X4)X4(nmXlx2x3(x3x4))~ 
Note: Reduction and conversion are, as usual, the transitive closure and the 
transitive and reflexive closure, respectively, of immediate reduction. 
1.4. The Church-Rosser property holds: any two convertible terms are reducible to 
a third one; in particular, any two convertible terms that are not B-q-&w-reducible 
must coincide except for @-reductions. 
1 S. The leftmost-outermost reduction algorithm always reduces a term to normal 
form. if the normal form exists. 
Note: 1.4 and 1.5 can be proved by simulation into the untyped A-b-calculus: in 
fact, there is a closed term 52* in this calculus which has the same reductions as 52=, 
namely 52* = Es:“, where 
Z”AXOX~X~X~X~.~X~(X~X~)X~(X~~X~~X~X~X~(X~X~)). 
Note: Not all the terms of A; admit a normal form (for example, “a,“). 
1.6. The only normal forms in AZ” are ~“8 for n =O, 1,2,3, . . 
Note: 1.6 can be proved by contradiction: if there exists a normal form belonging to 
,4,‘” different from ~“8, how can it begin? 
1.7. Some examples of terms of A; are given in the following. 
1.7.1. We denote n=~Al=‘, n =O, 1,2,3, . . . , the Church numerals of type 4a, 
?I=EAx2”y”.(x”y). 
1.7.2. We denote by o=E&=” the successor of Church numerals, 
cr=-Ix4=y2=z=.(y(xyz)); thus O=B= + n+ 1,. 
2.7.3. We define, for each ~=a1 + (cr2 +(a3 +...-+(~n-+o) . ..))ET. Qa~A,+,O,, 
Q;~EA,+,“,, Pcr~Aq+d)-, P;~EAJ~~~ as follows: 
(1.7.3.1) Q=-A~“x;‘x;~ . ..x.an.y, 
(1.7.3.2) Q;1-;1~a.(~(Q=18) (Qa20)... (Q=,,O)). 
Note: Q;‘(Qaxo)+xo, 
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(1.7.3.3) ~=~~x4=.(Q,1(x(~~=.(Q=(p(Q,‘~)))))(Q=~)). 
Note: P=g= -+pV. 
(1.7.3.4) P,’ =IZxO.(~=xP=a=Q=). 
Note: P,1(p”8)+g=. 
1.7.4. We define, for each ~1, BET, Mod=,,EA,f,o,,, as follows: 
Mod=,B = Ax4”.(Pi l (P=x)). 
2. Representation of the recursive functions 
Note: Mod=,B _n= +nS. 
We now prove that all the partial recursive functions are representable in A: ‘. 
2.1. For each partial recursive function fof n variables, defined in a set D,, such 
that N” 2 D, and f :Df +N, there exists a term ~=EA:~Z~,,_+~= such that 
(1) if(nl,nz,..., ~,,)ED~ andf(nl,nz, . . . ,n,)=m, thenf,n1=n2= . . .~t,,=-fm=, 
(2) if(nl,nz,..., ~,)EN”-- D,, then f=p i=nz= . .. _n,, has no normal form. 
Definition. We say anf, satisfying (1) and (2) a-represents J: 
Proof of 2.1. 
2.1.1. Let an n-ary partial function f be defined by primitive recursion from an 
(n - l)-ary partial function and (n + 1)-ary partial function h: 
i 
f(n1,rk, ... 3 nn-1,0)=g(nl,n2,...,n,_l), 
j-h,%, ... ,n,-,,p+l)=h(n,,n,,...,n,-,,p,f(n,,n,,...,n,-,,p)), 
where (ni,~,... ,nn)EDfO(n,,n,,...,n,-,)EDSand(n,,n,,...,n,-,,p,f(n,,n,,..., 
n,_I,p))EDh for each p=O,1,2 ,..., n,-1. 
If g and h are a-representable then f is a-representable: we have 
f,~~~~~~...x,4a.(Mod=,~=-r~=x,,C[x~,x~ ,...  x.-l] 
(AY 4=Z4=.Z)tJ=(g=X1X2 . ..X._i)), 
where 
C[xr,x2 )...) X”_i]AW 4=-8=y4=Z4=.(W(a=y)(lr=x~ x2 . . . X,_1yZ))EA2(4=+8=). 
Note: C[n,nz...n._,]w4a-6ap=f(n1,nz ,..., n,_,,p)=+~~=+*~p+l=f(n~,n~ ,..., 
n,-i,p+ I)=. 
2.1.2. Let f be defined by the p-operator from g as follows: 
f(ni,n2, . . ..n.)=pp: g(nl,nz, . . ..nn.p)=O, 
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where (n1,n2, . . . ,~,JED~o 3q~N: (nl,nz, . . . , n,,p)~D~ for each p=O, 1,2,3, . . . ,q 
and g(nl,nz, . . . ,n,,q)=O. 
If g is a-representable then f is a-representable: we have 
f,=nxpxp . . . x,4”.(n,B(~y4”.(P,(g,xlxz . ..x.y)))o,Q,). 
2.1.3. Let f be defined by composition from g, hl,h2, . . . ,h, as follows: 
f(nl,% ... 2 n,)=g(hl(n,,n*,...,n,),h*(nl,n2,...,n”),...,h,(n,,n,,..‘,n,)), 
where (nl,nz,...,n,)~Dro(n,,n,,...,n,)~ni=,,,,...,,D,, and hh,n~,...,Q, 
hz(nl,nz,...,n,),...,h,(nl,n2,...,nn))EDg. 
Ifg,h,hz,~.., h, are a-representable then f is a-representable: we have 
h=Axf”x24” . . . X,4a.(ga(hlaX1xz .. . X,)(h2aXiX2 . ..x.) . ..(h.,xix* . ..x.)). 
2.1.4. The functions 
Succ(n)=n+ 1, Z(n)=O, UJ(nl,nz, . . . ,nj, . . . ,n,)=nj, 
where n=l,2,3 ,..., j-l,2 ,... , n, are a-representable: we have 
succ, = fsn )
Z,=KV,, where K*~~x~‘~~~A~~.(P~~)Bxx~A~~_~~, 
u1 &X4aX4a 
J@ 1 2 . ..X” 
4a.(K*Xj(K*X1(K*X2 ... (K*X”_lX,) ... ))). 
Therefore, all the partial recursive functions (defined by primitive recursion, p- 
operator and composition on the functions 2.1.4) are a-representable in A,‘” for 
each U. 
Note: We can obtain the same result by representing HEN by p”(g)~A,f’ instead of 
n,~&” (cf. (1.7.3.3) and (1.7.3.4)). 
3. The set U+ of functions 
3.1. Let E be any infinite set. Let 8, i be two elements of E and p: E + E any function 
such that 
3.1.1. {g5P(g), P(P(Q)), P3(Qr ... > is an infinite set of different elements, i.e. 
p”(8) = f(e) =- m = n, 
3.1.2. p(i)=& i.e. i is a fixed point of p. 
Notes: (1) Be careful: do not confuse p, 8 with p, 0. 
(2) p,i,8 certainly exist (because E is infinite). 
Notation. Define E - = {i, p”(0): n = 0, 1,2, . . . }. Note that E 2 E -. It is not important 
if E=E- or E--E-#@ 
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3.2. For each type YET we define (inductively on the length of y) a set E, as follows: 
(1) E,=E; 
(2) E,+, is the space of all (sic!) the functions from E, to E,. 
Define ET=UysTEy. 
Notation. If FEE,++,, X1~Ey,X2~E,, a,/?,y~T, then by “F(X,)(X,)” we shall 
mean “G(X,) where G=F(X,)“. 
3.3. For each ~1, /I, y E T we call 
K =&BEE,+ (~+a), S=&,,,@ (a~(B’r))‘((ol’8))‘(a_ty)), 
d =A~Eo-r+,+(n+za)j, Q=Q&E,~((,+,)~4,), 
the functions of E, which have the following properties: 
(3.3.1) K(X,)(X,)=X, for each X,EE, and X2~EB, 
(3.3.2) S(Xl)(X2)(X,)=Xl(X~)(X2(X~)) for each X,eE,, X2~E,+, Xl~E,+cB-Uj, 
X3 
(3.3.3) d(X,)(X,)(X,)(X,)= X, if i#Xr #X,#i 
( 
if i#Xl =X, 
1, ifX,=i or X,=i 
for each X,,X,EE,, X3, X,EE,, 
where i, is defined thus: i,=i,i,,,=K,,.(i,) (if a=oll+(a2+(a3 --)...--t (an-o) . ..)) 
then i,(X,)(X,)(X,) . ..(X.)=i for each X,,,EE,,, m= 1,2,3, . . . ,n), 
X:(X4) 
1. 
if X1 =X2 (X:(X,)) # i and 
X,#X,(Xy(X,))#i for each m<n 
(3.3.4) Q(XI)(X~)(XAX~= i, if X, #X,(Xy(X,)) for m=O, 1,2,3, . . . 
1, if X,(X;(X,))=i and 
X,#X,(Xy(X,)) for each m<n 
for each X1eE,, XZ~E,+,, X3~E,+,, X,EE,. 
(Be careful: do not confuse 8, p, d,,lLQE, with 0, p, A,, O,EA:‘.) 
3.4. We always have 
3.5. Let D be any subset of ET. D is closed (under application) if for each CI, PET and 
each X,ED~E,,~ and X,ED~ E, we have X,(X2)~DnEEp. Otherwise, we call D the 
minimum closed set including D. (Then E, 3 D 3 D.) 
3.6. Let U = u, and let U + = 0,‘) where 
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3.7. Other elements of ET, that we use later, are the following: 
B=B,,,,+E (8-+Y)-((a-B)‘(a-Y)), 
S’“‘=S al,a2 ,..., an,p,y 
Zcn9j)=Zal,a2 ,..., j ,..., anEE al~(a2~.~~~(aj~~.~-r(an~nj)...)...)~ 
which, for each n=l,2,3 ,..., j=l,2 ,..., n, c&a2 ,..., oln, a,fi,~~T, satisfy 
B(X,)(X,)(X,)=X1(X2(X,)), 
where Xl~Ep,y, X2~E,,B, X,EE,, 
s(“~(x,)(x,)(z,)(~,) ~~~(z,)=x,(z,w,) .‘. mJv2@lm2) ... (-a), 
where 
X,EE al-t(a2~(a3~...-(an~(8-r~))...)), 
X2~E al~(a2~(a3~...~(an~8)...)), 
ZiEEai, i=1,2,3 ,..., n, 
I’“*“(Z,)(Z2) . . . (Zj) . . . (Z”)=Zj, where ZiEE,i, i= 1,2,3, . . . , PZ. 
Note. B SC”), I(“,~)EE~ are also elements of U; in fact (by omitting type indices) it 
resultsthai B=S(K(S))(K),I(“~j)=K(Z(“-‘~~-‘))(j>1),I(”~’)=B(K)(Z(“-1~1))(n>1), 
Z”,“=S(K)(K), St”)= B(S)(B(S(“- “)) (n> l), S”‘=S. 
Note: kU+; in fact i=C?.(0)(p)(p)(d). 
4. U+ is a model of AGo 
We define a mapping that assigns to each term t of A, (for each a~ T) an element 
[tlu+EU’ n E,, called the interpretation of t, in such a way that convertibility 
preserves the interpretation. 
4.1. We define the interpretation [tla t by induction on the length of the term t as 
follows: 
(4.1.1) CQr+ =R blo+ =P, C4~i+ =A,, C~UJ+ =Q, @ET), 
(4.1.2) [tl t2]o+=[tl]u+([t2]ut), where tlEAJ_?s, t2EA,‘“, a,fi~T. 
(4.1.3) [Ax:: x;; . . . xL.t]u* =I;,‘;,‘,,$ ,.._, an ([t]“+), 
where n= 1,2,3, . . . , &Al’, /?E T, ahe T, mh = 0, 1,2,3, . . . , n, h = 1,2,3, . . . , n. 
(4.1.4) [Ax$x$ ...x$j...x~.xj]t/+=z~;:j,: ,...,= n, 
where n=l,2,3 ,..., j=l,2,3 ,..., n, aheT, mh=0,1,2,3 ,..., n, h=l,2,3 ,..., n. 
(4.1.5) C~x~:x~~;Zz...x~.(tlt2)l”~=~~,~2 ,___, an,~,y~C~~,l~,2...~,,.~ll”~~ 
(chnlxm2 ~~~%lvl.t2lu+)> 
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where n=l,2,3 ,...JlE/i&,, t,& 9 tl t*el; -A.y, /AFT, ahET, 
mh=O, 1,2,3, . . . , n, h=l,2,3 ,..., n. 
Note: The rules 4.1, except for (4.1. l), which define the interpretation for each term, 
t-+Cdu+, are the translation rules I-calculus + combinatory logic. 
4.2. We have [lxays.xlU+ =K,,, and [Ax =-(s-y)xa-sza.((xz)(,Z))]“+ =Sa&. 
4.3. Each element of U + is the interpretation of an element of A T (it is enough to 
verify (4.1.1), 4.2 and (4.1.2)): 
FEU+ =s 3tdT+O: [t&,+ = F. 
Notation. We shall write t 1 z t2 if tl, t2 have the same interpretation, i.e. if 
C~Il”‘=Cbl”+~ 
Example. Ax’.tx~A~~p and tEAlo have the same interpretation 
[AXE, tx]u+ =s:;:,, ([lxa.t]“+)( [Ax”.x]“+) 
=s:,‘j,, (&$( [t]“+))(zy’)=[t]“i. 
Hence, for XEE,, 
4.4. If tl converts to t2 then t 1 z t2 (it is easy to verify that the immediate reduction 
rules preserve the interpretation: it is obvious for the a-fi-q-rules, for the b-rule (see 
(3.3.3) and (3.3.1)) and for the o-rule (see (3.3.4) and 3.4)). (It is impossible if we add the 
constant Ya~AZa._ and the immediate reduction rule Y,-+Ax~~.(x~(Y~(x~))) if we 
keep this interpretation. In fact, it would be Y,#Ax:“.(xl(Y,(xl))); however we 
choose the interpretation of Y, in Eaa_.) 
Remark. The converse of 4.4 is not true. For example, 
~,(pe)(~x”.e)~:x”.(~,~pp~), 
&~:x”y”.(d.xy), 
~n,e(~x~.x)(~x~.e)~:x~.(d,exee), 
but they are not pairs of convertible terms. Moreover, the z-relation depends on E. 
For example, 
Ax”.(Sl,(px)ppB)z:x.(x) o E=E-. 
For any set E it is impossible to obtain equivalence between convertibility and the 
z-relation by adding new immediate (constructive) reduction rules because the set of 
pairs of z-equivalent terms is not recursively enumerable; otherwise we would be able 
to recursively enumerate also the set 
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for each recursive partial function5 In fact, iffis a unary recursive partial function and 
fa is a term that a-representsf; obtained by the rules 2.1, then we have the following. 
4.5. [f&&+ =in=[Qa-Jt,+i o EN-D~. 
Remark. The element GEE has a certain intuitive meaning of indefiniteness (the terms 
of& which represent i, never have normal form, see 1.6; moreover, i, in one sense, is 
used as a value to make any partial function a total one, see 4.4). We do not use the 
bottom symbol because i is not the minimum but any element of E. It is not necessary 
to introduce any partial order or topology. E,,, is the set of all the functions from 
E, to E, and not only the set of the monotonic (or monotonic and continuous) 
functions. 
5. A possible extension: the majority 
5.1. We may also define the language A: + extending A,’ with a new constant 
and with the relative immediate reduction rules 
(~1) M(p”B)(p”8)~lx~(p”8), where n=O, 1,2,3, . . . , 
(~2) Mt+;lx”ly”.(Mxyt’), where t is P-q-6-CP&P~-immediately-reducible to 
t’ or t is fi-q-B-o-p1 -p2-irreducible and t’r t and x, y are not free in t. 
5.2. The language A,’ + has the same properties of the language A: and it is easily 
interpretable. The set U + + c ET such that U + + = U,’ + and UC + = UC u {M}, where 
M = [Ml”+ t is a function of Eo-r~0_,20~ defined as follows: 
if X1=X2=X or X,=X3=X or X2=X3=X 
if X,#X,#X,#X, 
is the model of A; +. 
Note. M is not necessary to represent the recursive function but to represent some 
transformations of higher type. 
Example. Let g be a unary recursive partial function and let f be a unary function 
defined as follows: 
f(n)= og(n)dn+l) if D,~(n,n+l), 
if TIED, and g(n)=0 or n+l~D, and g(n+l)=O, 
nEDs o D,x {n,n+l> or nED,, g(n)=0 
and n+l~N-D, or n+l~D,, g(n+l)=O and nEN-D,. 
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There is no element R~Al60, such that R(g,) representsffor each g,f==R(g=), but we 
can, through M, define R as follows: 
5.2.1. A more general example is as follows. Let gl, g2 be (1-ary, 2-ary, respectively) 
partial recursive functions, let h, H be (1-ary, 3-ary, respectively) total recursive 
functions, let El, E2 be decidable sets (N 1 Ej, @Ej is the characteristic function of Ej: 
nEEj S- @Ej(n) = 1, neN- Ej a @,j(n)=O) and let f be the 1-ary recursive partial 
function so defined: 
I’ 
H(n,gl(n), g2(n)) if n@,, nD,2, glWN-El, g2WN--E2, 
f(n)= 44 if ncD,r, gl(n)EEr, 
h(n) if nED g2y cKWEE2, 
nEDf o neDgInDg2 or nEDgl--Dg2, gl(n)EE, or neDgl--Dg2, g2(n)EE2. 
We will define a term R*EA+ Ea~(Ea~((4a~(4a-8a))-(8a-l6a))) through M such that 
fa=R*gl.g2,h,H,0~E1.0E2a for each gl, g2, h, H, El, E2. 
This results in 
R*=~X8uX~aUs~W(4a-r(4~~sa)) 
1 y18”~28”z~“.(~,(M(pe)(P,(Y1(~~~))) 
~~,~Y2~~2~~~~~~~~~~~1~~~~2~~~~~~~~. 
This result is clearly reminiscent of the undefinability of the “parallel or” in PCF [3]. 
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